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Abstract—Research has found that relatively few people engage in regular exercise or other physical activities. Despite the availability of numerous mobile applications and specialized devices for self-tracking, people mostly lack the motivation for performing physical activities. In this article we present SmartFit, a mobile application that uses step count for promoting the physical activities in adults. This article points out that while considering walk, activity duration is not sufficient for determining users activeness state. Step count is another factor that should be taken into account. For this we propose an approach for converting the steps into duration for which activity has been performed. This duration is then used in Smartfit for categorizing user into different activeness levels. Gamification techniques have been incorporated in SmartFit as they are found to serve the purpose of motivating and encouraging the user. Gamification is used for awarding/deducting points to user in order to keep them engaged for longer period. Furthermore feedback is also provided to users depending upon their goal and achieved progress. The objective is to facilitate and motivate the user and then keep them engaged in carrying out the recommended level of physical activities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As much as the human body is complex, so is the issue of human health. Currently obesity due to sedentary life style is one of the major concerns of developing nations. Sedentary life style has negative impacts on health resulting in chronic diseases such as increased risk of weight gain, metabolic disruption and premature mortality [1]. One of the growing body of research suggests that taking short breaks during sedentary behavior and performing some physical activity has positive effects on health [2]. On the other hand, there have been numerous evidences that exercise is such a factor that contributes heavily to a better health and consequently to the quality of life as well.

In general, participating in physical activity is beneficial to people of all ages. Physical activity contributes to fitness, a state in which people’s health characteristics and behaviors enhance the quality of their lives. When it comes to mental health, the benefits of exercise cannot be overemphasized. A clinical study conducted by Babyak et al. [3] has revealed that treating depression with exercise was just as effective as medication, and vice versa. According to center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)¹, regular physical activity helps improve the overall health and fitness, and reduces the risk for many chronic diseases [4].

In the current age of technology, smart phones due to their ubiquitous nature are commonly used as a medium for promoting physical activities. But people still rely less on gadgets, mobiles phones, and other specialized devices to track a health indicator. This is in contrast to the fact that recently there has been an increase in the healthcare-related research and unprecedented growth in the systems, devices, and applications for healthcare management, be it on a personal or a larger scale. So what is the reason that despite the availability of plethora of mobile phone applications and devices, half of the people still track their health status in their head? This is due to the fact that people mostly lack the motivation for performing the physical activities. Users use these applications and ultimately lose their interest after using it for a few times only. Thus creating the eagerness of living a healthy life by engaging users, a goal that is more challenging and demands more effort.

Having outlined the problem and our motivation for solving the problem, we now describe our goals as following. We aim to use gamification in the health systems and study its impact on the user’s motivation and long term engagement. For this, we propose a mobile application, SmartFit that promotes physical activities by counting user’s steps and converting these steps into activity duration. To make Smartfit engaging and a source of motivation for users, gamification is incorporated in it. Gamification is defined as use of gaming elements in non-gaming context [5]. McGonigal [6] in her book “Reality is Broken” writes that games have the power to satisfy human needs as well as solve real world problems. Franck in [7] suggests that gamification is one of the feature that could possibly change user’s behavior and helps to develop habit as it serves the purpose of motivating the users and keep them engaged. Furthermore [8] states that games are not only used for entertainment but it also serves as a source of inspiration, persuasion and engagement. Thus in SmartFit, we have defined a scoring system that awards/deducts user’s points depending on his/her progress. Points are awarded to users if their performance is up to the mark while points are deducted if they are lagging behind. So the user enjoys using the system rather then being compelled to use it unwillingly.

Unlike existing systems, which are rigid in setting the goals

¹http://www.cdc.gov/
and fails to provide continuous motivation to the users, our proposed system is flexible and with the use of gamification techniques it provides continuous motivation to users. This help users not only in achieving the activeness goal once but also maintaining activeness afterwards.

The rest of this article is organized as following. First we briefly review existing work in Section II. Section III presents our proposed solution for converting the step count into activity duration. We describe our application, SmartFit, and present some of its key features in section IV. In section V we discuss the scoring system developed in SmartFit for user motivation. After that we show results of our proposed approach in section VI and finally conclude this article in section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Recently, there has been much focus on auto-analytics for self-tracking, particularly health tracking. Several Personal Informatics systems have been developed that can help the user by facilitating the collection of personal information and the reflection on that information at any time [9][10]. However, the challenging part is to get access to user’s data without overburdening the user, i.e., such information must be obtained in a non-intrusive manner. Fortunately, with the advances in mobile phone technologies, many of the recent mobile phones comes with a large number of sensors that can be used for automatic tracking of user’s data without user’s involvement. SitCoach [11] was designed for creating sedentary awareness among users. Using the built-in accelerometer in the smart phone, the user’s activity is classified in an active or inactive state. Whenever a certain number of sedentary minutes is recorded, SitCoach reminds the user to take a break from sitting. Reminders are given in the form of audio and tactile messages. Similarly FitBit+ [12] aims to decrease sedentary behavior by detecting when people have been inactive for longer period and then generate messages for taking short breaks and perform some physical activity. User wears device known as Fitbit that transmits data related to steps taken, intensity of physical activity, duration of activity, distance etc. to their workstation. This data is analyzed and if user is found inactive for longer period, the alerts are generated prompting them to perform some physical activity. However, as we have identified, activeness is not just the prevention of the sedentary behavior, but inculcating the eagerness of living an active life; a goal that is more challenging and requires more treatment.

The Motivate [13] project is about the design of a smartphone application that promotes the adoption of a healthy and active lifestyle. It provides personalized and contextualized advice based on geo information, weather, user location and agenda. However, the context parameters used have nothing to do with user’s overall goal of activeness. In fact, the user has no fitness goal whatsoever, and hence may not find the application useful at all after giving it a try a few times only.

StepUp [14] is a mobile application that uses sensor enabled mobile phones to count the number of steps taken by a user. The aim of StepUp is to provide users a quantitative measure of their daily activities and facilitate them to integrate regular exercise into their daily life. StepUp built its own algorithm for counting the number of steps taken by user. However, StepUp only provide users with the information of the activities performed by them and does not include any feature that keep users engaged towards the application.

Players are usually addicted to video games and they prefer to play video games rather than playing outdoor games. This can cause obesity or other chronic diseases. Hirzallah [15] aims to incorporate exercise in the video games so to make games a source of healthy life. The paper targets games where players virtually live inside some city, forest or a war zone. A treadmill design has been proposed that act as a device to capture player’s commands for movements. These movements include running, walking, stopping and turning. In this way the players enjoy exercising as well as playing the game. However, sooner or later, the players get exhausted due to exercise and force them to exit the game. That way, such a proposal would keep players healthy. But this design requires a separate device for playing the games as well as extra space is required for the proposed treadmill. With the emergence of more friendly consoles like Microsoft Xbox, this problem will be a serious concern.

Sedentaware [16] is a mobile application that relies on activity recognition to identify sedentary users. Users can set their goals and recommendations are given to them for completing goals. User’s activity is monitored using Android API and feedback is provided in the form of alerts to prompt user for performing some physical activity. However Sedentaware lacks in producing a continuous source of motivation to use it for longer period. Users can set their goals but no approach has been defined for awarding or penalizing the users if they fail to complete their goals. This will ultimately lose user’s interest and they may not find it helpful in developing a habit of living an active life.

Step Up Life [17] is a smart phone application that encourages users to have a healthy lifestyle by performing contextually suitable physical exercises. Step Up Life provides physical activity reminders to the user after detecting a prolonged interval of sitting. Reminders are provided by considering the user’s context information like user location, personal preferences, time of the day and the weather. This makes Step Up Life smart enough to provide timely and relevant feedback. However an approach can be defined for awarding the users on performing exercise when reminder appears. This will create a feeling of accomplishment in the user which in turn results in high motivation.

Authors in [18] have developed Phone Row, a smartphone boat racing game that requires users to make rowing movements and therefore engage in moderate-intensity physical activity. With these rowing movements, users can control the movement of a virtual boat across a virtual track on an external screen. However, the authors reported that due to sub-optimal implementation, users would not want to replay the game and thus not developing a habit of performing a physical activity. Move2Play [19] uses sensor enabled smart phones to measure, assess and recommends physical activity. The focus of Move2Play is on the number of steps taken by the user as well as on walking distance. For this purpose a pedometer has been built in the application. Goals are set at the start but can be customized lately according to the needs. Users are motivated by showing progress, providing rewards, publishing scores to the social network and by associating emotions to the avatar. Users are awarded with points when their performance is up to mark but no points deduction is considered when they lag behind in completing their goal. This will ultimately lose user’s interest and fail to engage users for longer period.

As identified above, the existing systems do not provide
continuous motivation to the users and thus fail to keep them engaged for longer period. Due to lack of motivation, users cannot develop a habit to make exercise, a vital component of their life. User uses these systems and will ultimately give up after giving it a few tries. SmartFit engages users by not only providing feedback but also provides the flexibility to change their goals whenever required. Use of gamification techniques for awarding points on performing activities and deducting points on not performing any activity will further boost user’s emotions to use the system as a part of their daily life activities. Furthermore as per our knowledge no such system exists that make use of step count to calculate the duration for which the activity has performed. This feature makes our proposed solution distinct from the existing systems and opens new doors of thoughts towards health systems.

III. FROM STEP COUNT TO ACTIVITY DURATION

We consider a physical activity as any activity performed by the user that involves significant movement of the various parts of the body. According to the WHO physical activity recommendations [20], one needs to do two types of physical activity each week to improve health - aerobic and muscle-strengthening. An aerobic activity is that which gets ones heart beat faster and breathe harder than when one is not performing it. It includes activities from walking, running, pushing a lawn mower, to biking to the store etc. Muscle-strengthening activities are those which work all the major muscle groups of the body (legs, hips, back, chest, abdomen, shoulders, and arms).

Each physical activity is defined by its duration and intensity. Duration is the amount of time spent participating in a physical activity session. Intensity is the rate of energy expenditure while performing physical activity. Intensity can be considered as either light, moderate or vigorous.

Walking is the most common and inexpensive form of the physical activity and has been shown to be an integral component of the physical activities performed by the adults’ population[21]. According to CDC guidelines [4], it is recommended that adults should perform at least 150 minutes of moderate-intensity aerobic activity i.e. brisk walking per week or 30 minutes of walk five times a week to remain healthy and physically fit. Health benefits can also be achieved when this goal is completed as a series of shorter bouts i.e. 10 minutes of activity three time a day. However if we consider walk as the performed activity, then user cannot be categorized into any activeness level, only on the basis of activity duration. Every person has its own walking pace depending upon weight, age, height etc. Walking for 10 minutes is different for every person depending on his/her walking pace. Thus a person walking with the fast pace will cover more distance and perform more activity as compared to the one walking with slow pace. Let’s take a person who performs 10 minutes of walk and take about 1000 steps while another person also performs 10 minutes of walk but take 800 steps. Both have performed same activity for same duration but the first one has performed more activity as well as covered more distance as compared to second one. This depicts that while walking step count should be considered for categorizing user into any activeness level.

Keeping this as our motivation we propose a framework that take walk as the performed activity and consider user’s step count rather then activity duration in order to differentiate between activeness levels. These steps are then converted to the duration for which activity has been performed. Marshall et al. [22] performed a research for translating current physical activity recommendation to pedometer based guidelines. A sample of 97 adults consisting of both males and females with different ages, weights (Normal weight, overweight,obese) and height was taken. They proposed that moderate intensity walking appears approximately equal to at least 100 steps per minute for adults. To meet the goal of 30 minutes moderate intensity walk in a day, individuals have to walk at the speed of 100 steps per minute thus covering 3000 steps in 30 minutes and 15000 steps per week. We consider 100 steps per minutes as a threshold for converting user’s steps into activity duration.

Considering this, we derive a formula to convert user’s step into duration of activity as:

\[
\text{walkingDuration(minutes)} = \frac{\text{StepCount}}{100}
\]

This duration separates the users on the basis of their steps rather then duration. Now if a person performs 1000 steps in 10 minutes then by our formula his/her walkingDuration will be 10 minutes but if a person performs 800 steps in 10 minutes then as per our formula his/her walkingDuration will be 8 minutes rather then 10 minutes which is his/her actual duration.

Based on CDC guidelines [4] and 100 steps per minute threshold as specified by [22] we developed a categorization mechanism based on steps count for measuring walking activity in adults. Table I shows these rules. User’s step count are converted into activity duration which is then used to categorize user into different activeness level. walkingDuration is used for categorization instead of step count as all of existing health recommendations [4], [20] describes activeness level with respect to duration for which the activity has been performed. By reflecting user’ progress in the form of activeness levels rather then step count will ultimately help users to gauge their performed activities with the existing health recommendations. This idea sets a strong basis for our application and makes our solution distinct from existing systems.

IV. SMARTFIT

SmartFit is an Android based game that uses sensor enabled mobile phones and tends to change adult’s lifestyle by promoting physical activities. The complete workflow of SmartFit is shown in Figure 1. Users enter their goals by using the application interface. SmartFit works by counting user’s steps with the help of sensors embedded in the smart phones. This count is then changed to duration for which activity has been performed, a concept portrayed under the section III. Points are awarded if users fulfill their goal while points are deducted if they lags behinds, a method described in detail in section V.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity State</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sedentary</td>
<td>NIL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lightly Active</td>
<td>Light exercise 1-3 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mod. Active</td>
<td>total &gt;150 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>total &gt; 200 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energetic</td>
<td>total &gt; 300 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I: Rules for Determining Activeness Level
User’s total score is then converted into trophies and badges which is then displayed as feedback to user on the application’s interface. The feedback is also presented in the form of user’s daily, weekly and monthly progress. The objective is to keep users motivated to have a healthy life style as well as engage them for longer period. Beginning with prototype, SmartFit comprises of following components.

A. Goal Initialization

Users can have one of three goals: to be Moderately active, active or energetic. They set their goals at the start of the application but these goals can be customized in future as per needs. They will select their target level as how much active they want to see themselves in order to have a healthy life style. Goals setting theory [23] suggests that for changing the behavior the target goal must be broken into smaller goals that are easy to achieve rather then focusing on goals that are difficult to complete. Keeping this in mind, target level is divided into sub levels that user has to achieve on daily basis. These sub levels lead users ultimately to the final goal. Users will also be asked to enter the duration of exercise they would perform daily as their daily activity target. This daily activity target serves as the sub goal to the target goal. The daily activity target will be set at the start but can be changed lately. Figure 2 shows the SmartFit’s interface for setting the goals.

B. Activity Recognition

SmartFit makes use of Google Fit API to recognize number of steps taken by user. The objective of activity recognition is to identify user’s behavior and then motivate him/her that in order to achieve the daily activity target, they have to do some physical activity.

C. Progress Monitoring Dashboard

Feedback is provided to users by reflecting their progress timely on SmartFit’s dashboard. Users can monitor their progress by viewing the dashboard. The dashboard provides complete information about the goal. User’s current progress towards achieving the final goal is shown in the form of progress bar on the dashboard and on mobile’s notification bar. Dashboard also shows the points earned by the user in the form of trophies and badges as well as total duration of exercise performed by him/her. Users can also view their daily, weekly and monthly progress of activities performed by them. Daily progress shows the time period for which the user is inactive. The progress towards achieving the daily activity target is also shown in the form of progress bar. This allow SmartFit users to monitor their progress and how they can plan their actions for completing their daily target. Figure 2 shows the dashboard and daily, weekly progress screens of

---

2https://developers.google.com/fit/overview
V. GAMIFICATION IN SMARTFIT

Incorporating gamification techniques in the health systems have been proven as the positive source of engagement for users. As stated by Baranowski, et al. [24], duration of physical activity may be increased by integrating fun enhancing procedures. Increasing difficulties with player skills, feedback on performance and awarding achievement badges increases user satisfaction which in turn results in increased physical activity. For calculating users progress, we have developed a scoring system in SmartFit that awards/deducts users points by the function of progress made by him/her. Users set their target level and perform physical activities in order to achieve the desired target. The point system is described as following.

A. Rewards

Users are awarded with points based on physical activities performed by them. If the user’s performance is up to expectation then he/she is awarded with points while they are deducted if the user lags behind. Most of gamification techniques also focuses on using awards/badges as intermediate awards for rewarding users. SmartFit represents user’s points in the form of trophies and badges. Badges are awarded when user crosses a level while trophies are awarded if the user performs more then the duration of daily activity target. If the user does not perform any activity for the longer period of time, then he/she is penalized and even downgraded to lower level which eventually results in the return of the badge.

B. Levels

SmartFit constitute of five different levels ranging from Sedentary to Energetic. User’s initial level is set to sedentary and is updated as he/she gets promoted to higher levels. Users are promoted to higher levels on the basis of points they earned by performing activities. Figure 3 shows the five levels of the game. The minimum level is sedentary while the maximum level of activeness that user can achieve is Energetic. Each level is associated with a milestone that has to be achieved by user in order to cross that level. When user’s points crosses his/her current level milestone then user will be promoted to the next level. However if a user’s points falls below his/her current level milestone then he/she is downgraded to the lower level. The levels along with their corresponding milestone have been shown in Table II. Value of each level’s milestone has been set after carrying out several experiments. These values are set in such a way that they translate the Table I levels into SmartFit’s levels. The notion of levels gives the user a sense of accomplishment and progress toward meeting the larger goal.

C. Point System

Points are awarded to users in order to keep them engaged towards the application thus achieving the objective to keep users healthy and active. Points are not only awarded but also deducted by the function of progress made by user. The starting score is initialized to zero and is updated as the user progresses and performs some physical activities. Some of key points of SmartFit’s points system are as follow:

- User provides daily activity target as his/her preference. Daily activity target is used to award/deduct points. This gives user freedom to perform exercise as per their preferences thus providing them control over the system.

- Steps are counted and converted to walking duration as shown in Equation (1).

- User’s daily score is defined as:

\[ \text{dailyScore} = \text{walkingDuration} \]

- If user’s daily score is less then daily activity target then we define penalty as:

\[ \text{penalty} = \text{dailyActivityTarget} - \text{dailyScore} \]

However if a user completes daily activity target then penalty is zero as he/she completes the goal successfully so instead of penalizing, smartFit awards user with points.

1) Incorporating Endurance and Fallback: D. Wortley suggests that gamification works by setting goals, rewarding winners and penalizing losers [25]. In order to incorporate the penalizing part in SmartFit, we introduce factors of Endurance and Fallback. Endurance is associated with each level and its value is shown in Table III. The value of fallback is set to 0.3 and it is same for each level. The values of endurance and fallback has been set after carrying out several experiments. Endurance is used for penalizing user on daily basis. It is included in SmartFit for motivating the user that he/she has to perform recommended level of physical activities regularly. If the user underperforms as compared to his/her current level then due to endurance he/she will be immediately downgraded to lower level. Furthermore endurance also makes the completion of level challenging thus encouraging the user that he/she has to perform walk on daily basis in order to hold the current level. Fallback is used for penalizing the user on weekly basis. It is introduced in SmartFit for keeping the user’s performance consistent over the week. If user performance is found to
be unsatisfactory during the week then his/her level will be

dropped. This keeps the user motivated that he/she has to

perform consistently in order to hold the current level as

well as for progressing towards higher levels. Also through

experiments we get to know that penalizing users on weekly

basis makes the point system balanced.

2) Score Calculation: Keeping in view the above criteria,

user score is calculated by using the following algorithm.

\[
\text{if } \text{dailyScore} \geq \text{dailyActivityTarget} \text{ then} \\
\quad \text{dailyScore} + (\text{totalScore} \times \text{currentLevel.Endurance})
\]

\[
\text{else} \\
\quad \text{dailyScore} - \text{Penalty} + (\text{totalScore} \times \text{currentLevel.Endurance})
\]

At the end of week, the user’s points are calculated as:

\[
\text{totalScore} = \text{totalScore} - (\text{totalScore} \times 0.3)
\]

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The proposed point system was defined after carrying out several experiments in which values of level’s milestone,

endurance and fallback has been identified. These experiments are carried out with the intention to find out such values of milestone, endurance and fallback that keep the balance between user’s skills and user engagement. This balance will serve the purpose of engaging the user for longer period. Furthermore values of level’s milestone has been set in such a way that they translate the Table I levels into SmartFit’s levels thus making both levels equivalent.

Figure 4 shows the results of experiments performed to determine the milestone of each activeness levels. Table I specifies the duration of exercise required in a week in order to reach a certain level. Thus we have performed the experiment for the time period of seven days so to convert per week duration into daily points. The dotted line in Figure 4 represents the optimal performance. User has to earn points that crosses this line and keep him/her as close as possible to this line. Experiments have been performed by taking different points per day and then the results are compared with the optimal line. If we consider Figure 4 (a) i.e. Lightly Active Level then we can see that the line representing 10 points per day crosses the optimal line as well as it is closest to that line. Thus the milestone for Lightly Active is set to 10 points per day. This means that user has to perform physical activity of 10 minutes on daily basis for maintaining the Lightly Active level. But if a user does not perform 10 points per day then he/she will be downgraded to the lower level which in this case is sedentary. Similarly to reach Moderately Active level user has to perform at least 20 minutes of exercise everyday as the line representing 20 points per day crosses the optimal line and is nearest to that line.

A. Step Recognition Accuracy

As described earlier, SmartFit makes use of Google Fit API for counting the steps taken by the user while walking. So it is necessary to first check the accuracy of step recognition of Google Fit. For this purpose we performed an experiment with 5 subjects, 2 female and 3 male. The subjects were asked

TABLE III: Endurance for each Game Level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Endurance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sedentary</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lightly Active</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mod. Active</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energetic</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to count the number of steps taken by them. These steps are then compared with the steps detected by Google Fit so an assessment of accuracy could be made. Users were asked to carry the cell phone running the Google Fit in their hands. The results of the experiment are displayed in Table IV. The average accuracy of Google Fit turns out to be 86%.

### TABLE IV: Summary of Results obtained on testing Google Fit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Actual Steps</th>
<th>Detected Steps</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. SmartFit’s Evaluation

Now we will present simulation results of our prototype in order to evaluate that whether SmartFit places user into his/her activeness level as specified in Table I. Till now we have evaluated SmartFit on a small scale by considering three users. SmartFit’s behavior was simulated for the period of 30 days and results are shown in Figure 5.

User1 takes on average 1500 steps (Min: 1000, Max: 2000) daily, user2 takes 3000 steps (Min: 2500, Max: 3500) on average and user3 takes 4000 steps (Min: 3500, Max: 4500) on average while walking. On converting user’s steps into walking duration then user1 performs 15 minutes of walk on average while user2 do 30 minutes of walk daily and user3 do 40 minutes of walk on average daily. Daily activity target is set to 30 minutes for all the users. What we observe from these readings is that endurance and fallback continuously upgrades/downgrades user level by the function of his/her performance as well as makes the completion of level challenging, thus motivating the user to perform more in order to be active. According to Table III, milestone for Moderately Active level is more as compared to Lightly Active/ Sedentary level. Thus the graph rises very quickly for Moderately Active users while graph for Sedentary or Lightly Active users rises slowly. So the users targeting the higher levels have to perform more in order to reach their desired goal as compared to users targeting the lower levels.

As described above, 15 mins of walk is required daily in order to categorize user as Lightly Active while 30 mins are required to move towards Moderately Active level. User1 behavior has been identified as Lightly Active so SmartFit ensures that he never crosses Lightly Active level. Thus after 28 days he is on Lightly Active level. However variations can be seen between Sedentary and Lightly Active level for user1 in order to motivate him more towards performing activities.

User2 performs walk of an average 30 min of walk daily which is enough to declare him as Moderately Active. Thus SmartFit upgrades the user2’s level from sedentary to Lightly Active in two days while level will be changed from Lightly Active to Moderately Active after 4 days and then SmartFit helps user to maintain this level.

User3 performs on average 40 mins of walk daily due to which SmartFit identifies her as Active and moves her quickly to the corresponding level. However variations will be seen between Moderately Active and Active level for User3. These variations are due to SmartFit's scoring system that motivates user that she has to perform more in order to be maintain Active Level. Now if we consider the performance of user1 and user3 on day 14 then we can see the benefit of using fallback factor. At day 14, the total score of user1 falls as his previous week performance is not up to the mark. User1 underperforms during the whole week and as the result points are deducted from his total score. This deduction of point is due to fallback factor and it is used to motivate the user to perform the recommended level of physical activity consistently. But if we see the performance of user3 in 2nd week i.e. from day 7 to day 14 then her performance is up to the mark. User3 has improved her score during the whole week so at the end of week the fraction of points that has been deducted from her score does not cause enough damage to user3’s current level and score as compared to user1.

What we see from these simulations is that Smartfit’s scoring system not only categorizes users in their respective activeness levels as specified in Table I but by deducting points they also keep them motivated to perform some exercise daily. SmartFit also upgrades/downgrades user’s level depending on his/her progress so to keep him engaged and motivated for retaining
the current level. However we need to test our system on real users to find out its impact on their behavior.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

It is recommended that adults should perform 150 minutes of moderate intensity aerobic activity per week to remain healthy and physically fit. However when walk is considered as the performed activity, then activity duration is not enough for categorizing user into any activeness level. Step count is another factor that should be taken into account. Users can perform activity for same duration but they can differ depending on their step count. This article presents an approach for converting users step into the duration for which activity has been performed. We have developed a prototype, SmartFit that users step count and converts these steps to activity duration. The objective of SmartFit is to promote physical activities and enable users to achieve their activeness goal by dividing the goal into level and sublevels. Using gamification techniques, users are awarded with points if their performance is up to mark while points are deducted if a user lags behind in completing his/her goal. Unlike existing systems, which focus on the goal itself, our focus is on facilitating the user to achieve the goal. To ensure that our approach is applicable to wide variety of users, we intend to conduct experiments on larger scale consisting users from different population, age groups, gender etc. After that we will be confident about the impact of SmartFit on user lifestyle. Moreover, we plan to incorporate user preferences as well as exercise recommendation in SmartFit. User will enter his/her preferences e.g. weight, age, health condition etc. The exercise will be recommended by considering the user’s preferences and points are deducted accordingly.
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